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6ome Big Strikes.

From all over Arizona come
reports of big strikes of ore.
Mojave county is not behind her
sisters in the matter of big
strikes. Within ten days the
biggest finds of rich ores ever
opened in the country have been
made. The Occident at White
Hills, with six feet of $300 ore;
the Luck Boy, at Chloride, with
six feet, running from $300 to
$500; the San Francisco in Cedar
district, with five feet of $100
gold ore; the Butler, in Aubrey
district, with six inches of $500
erold ore; the Snowball in San

and consumer, with a good deal
of export business.
An interesting feature noted
is the difference in prices on the
London and New York markets
as compared with those of a
year ago. In March of last
year the selling price of spot
copper in London was 71. lis.
3d., or 2. 8s. 9d. lower than the
price at the present time. In
New York in March of last year
copper was selling at 18 cents a
pound, or 2 cents a pound high-
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Copper Market.

New York and London reports
indicate confidence in the present and future conditions of the
copper market. New York advices are that the market there
is satisfactory to both producer
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